ABSTRACT

The masterclass engages with the problematic of how to conduct interdisciplinary research across the visual arts/humanities/science divides. It will look critically at a supposedly single biomedical event, that of heart transplantation, to investigate how variety of data and discourses can be brought together in the production of knowledge. In conventional biomedical terms, organ transplantation constitutes an unproblematised form of spare part surgery in which failing biological components are replaced by more efficient and enduring ones, but once that simple picture is complicated by employing a radically interdisciplinary approach, any certainty is profoundly disrupted. The project we will examine has aimed to explore the complexities of heart transplantation by explicitly entangling research from the arts, biosciences and humanities without privileging any one discourse. The collaboration has not always been easy yet it has been highly productive of new insights. Drawing on research with both heart donor families and recipients, we will explore different perceptions of what constitutes data and how the dynamic entangling of multiple data produces a constitutive assemblage of elements in which no one can claim priority. Core questions of the master class include: What counts as data? What does the idea of a research assemblage entail? What new insights could emerge that remain hidden in conventional research? What might get lost in such a process of collaboration? And is consensus desirable?
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